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Shinji
Learn the teachings, change your perceptions and live life.

The kokoro’s movement will anchor, you will feel with your kokoro and begin to sense many things. 
When life is lived guided by the unmei, this is how people feel and see with their kokoro.

To the Shinja
Do you feel the power of your unmei?
When you gain awareness through the teachings and make use of them in life, human beings will always feel 
Kami’s protection.

Kami (Shinkon) and human beings are connected through the unmei.
All existence in this world have been given the strength of an unmei and mutually interact.
When the power (unmei) of Shinkon and all creation merges, the changes in history and of an era create a flow.

Knowing this truth, now is the time (era) when human beings must live supported by the teachings.
The teachings bring out understanding in the human kokoro, acceptance of the changes in society, and foster an 
awareness to move with the flow.
When human beings do not resist their unmei and accept it, the right interaction with the times will grow and 
they will walk the right path. 

Summary of the Shinji

　What we must now keep in mind and strive to do is correct our relationships with our family members and 
relatives against a background of major changes that are taking place in society. If your family is living in harmony 
with each other, your kokoro will not be overwhelmed by whatever happens in your work and social life. 
　To solidify the foundations of your life, learn Kami’s teachings. Grasp the principles and live a way of life that is 
reasonable and makes sense. As you strive to do this, your perception of people, situations, and things will begin to 
change.
　Kami teaches us about the importance of changing how we perceive everything around us. This is very significant 
because when our perceptions change, we are always saved. When we abide by Kami’s word, the Shinji, and not what 
people say, we are always protected.
　The movement of our kokoro anchors and we begin to feel everything with our kokoro. When we’re able to feel the 
kokoro that is there rather than being taken in by form or appearance, our lives become fulfilling. Today, many people 
have no dreams because they see only form and are discontent.
　If we’re able to live through our kokoro, we’re able to live a life that’s one with our unmei. The movement of our 
kokoro merges with our unmei because we cherish the spiritual rather than the materialistic world.
　Feel the strength of your unmei. Have confidence in the unmei Kami has given you because it’s what allows you to 
be useful and needed in society.
　When we learn the teachings and make the best of them in our life, our unmei surfaces. Thus, we’ll always be 
protected by Kami. Human beings and Kami are connected through the unmei, which allows us to be useful through 
our unmei.
　The unmei of all life in this world come together and interact. This is how the world works. The unmei of people, 
things, land, an era, the individual strengths of all creation merge to create a flow.
　Make the principles that you learn from Kami the mainstay of your life. Because when you do, your unmei will 
bring out the best in you. Kami’s teachings will give rise to awareness, understanding, and the kokoro to live with the 
flow. When people are able to accept their unmei, they will deepen the right ties to all things in the world, and walk 
the right path.


